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AMERICAN CAMPUSES ABROAD

Universities in a Complex World

U

By JEFFREY S. LEHMAN
niversities are not monasteries.
To teach, conduct research, and
contribute to the world, they forgo
isolation from impurity. They push
themselves to engage directly with
flawed people and institutions, trying to ensure that their activities do

good and not evil.
The mission can be challenging. What if someone who
misbehaved wishes to atone by endowing a scholarship
for impoverished students at a university? Is it OK to
accept such a gift and to honor the donor? As a general
principle, yes. As long as the donated funds were not the
fruits of criminal behavior, and as long as the university
does not bless the misbehavior, it is generally better that
the university do good by helping the poor than that it
seek isolation from impurity. But the essential caveat—
not blessing the donor’s misbehavior—can sometimes be
tricky business.
This challenge does not arise only in the context of
individual donors. Universities must confront similar
questions whenever they are active in a country where the
government misbehaves.
Again, the guiding principles seem fairly clear. On the
one hand, the university must not be an active participant
in odious behavior. It must not provide the mechanisms
for implementing intolerable policies. And it must not
grant its blessing to such misconduct.
On the other hand, universities as institutions have no
general duty to speak truth to power. Silence in the face
of government action is not endorsement. If, for example,
the American government engages in waterboarding,

racial profiling, regressive taxation, or wasteful farm subsidies, universities properly stand mute. Their missions
are in the domains of teaching, research, and public service; the general watchdog role belongs with individual
members of their communities.
Nonetheless, things sometimes get messy. Some forms
of odious behavior by governments do call for a response
from the university as an institution. Think of government actions that, as applied in practice, meaningfully
disrupt the core functions of the university. What kind
of disruption triggers this responsibility? And what kind
of response is called for?
In these situations, a university’s leaders cannot escape
the task of highly contextualized, case-specific analysis.
Even important general values often have blurry boundaries, especially when they conflict with one another.
Consider, for example, the freedoms enjoyed by American college students. If a government denies them access
to alcohol or pornography, is that inconsistent with the
university’s core mission? What about access to Wikileaks? What about access to hate speech? What about
access to criticisms of the host government?
If a university’s leaders do conclude that government
action is odious and undermines its mission, calibrating
an appropriate response can also be excruciatingly difficult. “Going public” with a protest is sometimes more
effective than working behind the scenes, but it is perhaps more often less effective. “Forcing the issue” early is
sometimes more effective than patience, but it is perhaps
more often less effective.
It bears mention that a university leader’s primary responsibility in such circumstances is to be as effective as
possible. That means silently withstanding the criticisms
of those who demand public proof that the university

is not being cowardly (or even complicit) in the face of
odious behavior, if public statements might undermine
the effectiveness of private efforts that are under way. It
also means, however, that such leaders are well advised
to maintain careful private records of their thoughts and
actions, so that history can ultimately give their decisions
a fair review.
American universities’ new willingness to understand
themselves as transnational institutions, and to engage
the world more fully, deserves our praise. That engagement extends the reach of intellectual values we cherish,
it opens new possibilities for a kind of collaborative research that can generate otherwise unobtainable breakthroughs, and it provides fertile soil on which students of
all nationalities might acquire the skills they need to work
effectively across cultural borders. Indeed, in the age of
globalization, American universities’ embrace of their
new role could be as consequential as was their commitment last century to lead humanity’s exploration of Vannevar Bush’s “endless frontier” in the sciences.
But this new role brings special new challenges. And
university leaders must be prepared to face them with
sensitivity, subtlety, and courage.
Jeffrey S. Lehman is founding dean of the Peking University
School of Transnational Law, professor of law, and past president of Cornell University. He is also a member of the American Council on Education Blue Ribbon Task Force on Global
Engagement.

Advancing a Global Vision
By AL BLOOM

A

has
earned the respect of the world for
its quality and constant innovation.
Today it must respond to the energy
and reach of globalization by establishing the foundation, and articulating the mandate, for a world of shared
understanding and cooperative purpose.
To that end, undergraduate programs must equip students intellectually to embrace a global world. They must
develop in their students the habit of listening fairly and
sensitively to the voices of those whose circumstances and
perspectives differ from their own, and the habit of questioning their own assumptions in light of what they hear.
They must prepare students to learn from difference, and
to see beyond it, to recognize and build upon the common
structures of thought, language, emotion, and humor, and
the common concerns for security, affection, opportunity,
and justice that we, as human beings, share.
Higher education’s centers of research, scholarship, and
artistic activity must lead in synthesizing and galvanizing the world’s intellectual productivity, erasing historic
biases about where formative ideas are likely to be found.
And higher education must come to be identified not
only as responsible for preparing citizens for societal
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roles and for fostering the pursuit of knowledge, but
also as responsible through its structure and mission for
elevating perspective above parochial, national, and ideological concerns toward the common pursuit of a more
informed, accountable, just, and peaceful world.
The establishment of campuses abroad is a key step toward satisfying this mandate. But to do so, these campuses must be more than cultural replicas of the home campus and do more than offer enrichment opportunities.
They must induce reflection on difference, invite interrogation of social, political, and ethical assumptions, and
develop capacity to find and build on common ground.
The more these campuses abroad act as centers of
transnational and cross-cultural discourse and connection, the more powerfully they will contribute to the
establishment of a global vision. The more actively they
connect to their home campus, through circulation of
people and ideas, the more transformative their impact.
And to the extent they engage with political and cultural
contexts that differ considerably from that of the home
campus, the greater the responsibility and the opportunity to model the building of shared understanding and
purpose. To retreat from such interactions is to renege
on higher education’s responsibility to a global society.
As NYU Abu Dhabi develops an exceptional liberalarts and science program; builds, in connection with it, a
leading center of research, scholarship, and artistic activ-

ity; and nurtures robust connections to NYU in New
York and NYU’s range of world sites within the first
truly globally networked university, I am persuaded that
what will emerge will be a remarkable multilayered model
of how higher education can advance a global vision.
Some 300 of the world’s most extraordinary young
men and women have come to NYU Abu Dhabi from 70
nations as members of our first two classes. Each brings
his or her own story and his and her own sense of how to
contribute to a global world. But they are united in their
commitment to make such a contribution. An Ethiopian
student in our inaugural class recently expressed to three
of his classmates (who were from the United States,
Kenya, and India) his own answer to “Why NYU Abu
Dhabi?”:
“If I work in my government, and if you work in your
country’s government, and we have grown up together
here, and we understand one another’s culture and customs, economic, political, and social problems, imagine
how we will work together. It starts right here.”
Al Bloom is vice chancellor of NYU Abu Dhabi and a former
president of Swarthmore College.
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